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DECOR TRENDS

INTERIOR DECOR TRENDS SET TO BE BIG FOR 2022

Interior décor always excites us whether it is home interiors or office interiors
or any other place Here are some interior décor trends which are going to
make it big in the year 2022
.
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Wood Panels

Wood panels are getting noticed in interior décor There are various things you
can create with wood panels which are getting more popular Wood panels in
bedroom or living room to give a partition or create intricate designs they have
become very popular So go for these designs and add wood panels in your
interiors
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UNIQUELY BUILT
Iconic in design with the signature flamboyance and style of the designer we
present seven of the most unique buildings from all over the globe
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Doughnut-shaped skyscraper in Guangzhou, Canton, China

The Doughnut shaped skyscraper in Guangzhou was completed in 2013 It is
located in the Guangzhou Circle China It is the Headquarter of Guangdong
Hongda Xingye Group and the venue of GDPE Guangdong Plastic Exchange
The building has been designed by the Italian architect Joseph di Pasquale
and his professional practice AM project from Milan The total height is 138 mt
for 33 floors 85 000 square meters of floor area and about 50 million euros of
global investment The inner hole is a unique space that has no equal in the
world with its almost fifty meters of diameter 48 mt The architectural
concept is inspired by the strong iconic value of jade discs and numerological
tradition of feng shui In particular the double disc of jade bi disk is the royal
symbol of the ancient Chinese
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TILE TIPS

TIPS ON MAINTAINING YOUR TILES FOR WINTERS
AV Mallikarjun Assistant Vice President Sales Marketing Aparna Enterprises
share some tips on maintaining tiles in winter season
A warm and cosy home becomes a necessity especially during winters when
most of the time is spent indoors In India some parts experience intense
winters and hence it becomes crucial to keep the weather conditions in
account not just while choosing the right building materials for your home
but also maintaining them One of the elements that adds to the comfort
inside the house in extreme weather conditions is home flooring That being
said when it comes to floors tiles are the most common and trending
material to work with They come in a variety of colours shapes and designs
Tiles also possess versatile properties and can be used on different surfaces
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